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TELEPATHIC TRANSLATION OF THE GEOMETRY
OF NAZCA; DICTATED BY THE DIVINE FATHER
JEHOVAH; THIS GEOMETRY CORRESPONDS
TO THE SAME AUTHORS OF THE DRAWINGS
OF THE STONES OF NAZCA; THIS GEOMETRY
SYMBOLIZES THE GEOMETRIC ORIGIN OF
THE EARTH; IT REPRESENTS THE SUNS
ALPHA AND OMEGA, OF THE GALAXY TRINO;
THEIR AUTHORS ARE THE ONES WHO CAME
FROM THE YELLOW PLANET; AN ALREADY
EXTINGUISHED PLANET; ITS AUTHORS MADE
SUCH GEOMETRIES, WITH THE PURPOSE
OF MAKING THEIR PASSAGE ON THE EARTH
KNOWN; FOR BEING THEM PROPHETIC,
THEY KNEW THAT THEIR PASSAGE ON THE
EARTH WOULD COVER JUST ONE PERIOD;
THESE CREATURES’ MATHEMATICS ARE OF
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A SOLAR ORIGIN; THEY DOMINATED THE
LIVING NUMBERS; THEY HAD THE NUMERICAL
VISION; THEY TALKED TO MATTER, IN ONE
THIRD OF A KNOWN TOTALITY; THIS VERY
REMOTE CIVILIZATION IS NOT FROM ADAM
AND EVE’S TRUNK; THEY HAD THEIR ORIGIN
ON THE YELLOW PLANET; FOR WHAT IS
UP ABOVE IS THE SAME AS DOWN BELOW;
IN ALL THE PLANETS OF THE THINKING
EXPANSIVE UNIVERSE THERE ARE AND THERE
WERE ORIGINAL TRUNKS; MANY OF THESE
GALACTIC CREATURES SHALL BE SEEN BY THE
WORLD; FOR THEY SHALL BE RESURRECTED
FROM DUST BY THE FIRST-BORN SOLAR SON
CHRIST; FOR IN VIRTUE OF THE SPIRITS’ FREE
WILL IS THAT SOME REQUESTED THE FINAL
JUDGMENT ON THE PLANET EARTH, AND
OTHERS OUT OF THE EARTH; THE LAWS OF
THE CREATOR ARE THE SAME UP ABOVE AS
WELL AS DOWN BELOW.2

The geometry and the mathematics of all the
civilizations that there were on this planet,

were created in the suns Alpha and Omega, of
the macrocosm called Kingdom of Heavens;

they were created in the same place, where
the human life was created; the everything

above everything came out of a same place of
the cosmos; and being it a same place, it was
at the same time everywhere of the cosmos;

for every law that came out of the Father,
never stops; it is eternally expansive; the pres-

ent material worlds shall end, and the divine

mandates of Father Jehovah shall continue
expanding in the form of new worlds; this

expansive law of the universe was known by

the creators of geometries and mathematics

of the civilizations of the past; it is because of

this cause that the geometrical element used
by them, was the point, the line and circle;

in the mathematics of Nazca, its creators got
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inspired in laws, which they knew had to do

with them, and with the beings that would be
born in the future; they knew a lot about the

present men; they also knew that the present
generation would fall into a strange psycho-

logical influence, as a result of their complex
of possession towards gold; they knew that

in this strange influence, the present man
would rule himself not by the cosmic laws,

but by the strange laws of gold; the result of

it is that man does not see the cosmos which
he was born from as something of his own;

this strange blindness of his own reality costs
man not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens

again; because of his strange attitudes the
own man disinherits himself; these crea-

tures authors of many geometrical drawings,
carved in stones or rocks, wanted to warn the
present generation of the danger they were
into, by letting themselves be influenced by
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the strange sensation which the possession
of gold causes in every spirit; they knew the

cause of the future judgment, which the
present human gender had to confront; for

besides their prophetic powers, they received
galactic communications; for they lived the

Era of the Open Heavens; a fascinating era in
which the strange desire for possession was

not awake in any of those who lived it; they
lived what presently man struggles for liv-

ing; the own system of gold drowns him and
limits him; for three quarters of his mental
effort is spent in gaining his own living; the

originators of such backwardness in others

shall pay second by second, the time of all

the centuries that the strange reign of gold

lasted; the creatures of Nazca and of other

civilizations knew all this; as they knew about
other judgments that the Earth had, when
the sun did not shine over her; it was the era
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of the relative darkness; for such darkness
started from the blackest to the less black;

going through infinite shades of darkness;
these creatures knew what the divine Word

of the Creator of everything consisted of;
they knew that everything that came out of

the Creator, constituted one sole geometric

line; and that this line covered the everything
above everything; it covered the spiritual and

the material; and they knew that this line had
been succeeding itself from world to world

and from sun to sun; the divine verb that
took the form of human life was born from

this concept; in other universes which are

within the same universe, the divine verb

took other infinite geometries; for if up above
is the same as down below, the divine verb

has a divine free will; just as men have a
human free will; and since the free will is in

the everything above everything, is that every
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free will is also composed of the solar line
Alpha; the solar line Alpha is the place where

the Earth was born; it is the place where she
was born like a microscopic sparklet; the lit-

tle sparklet that came out of the suns Alpha

and Omega still has fire in its center; the
exterior part of the sparklet has been cool-

ing off and it has turned into a terrestrial

cortex; what happened to the sparklet is the
same that happens to the seed of the plants;

the space made the sparklet germinate; the

atmospheric magnetism in covenant with

all the elements of the universe made the
little sparklet sprout; it is said that what is
up above is the same as down below, for this

law of making sprout or germinate is for the
microscopic as well as for the colossal; it is

for a plant as well as for the own planet as a
whole; the creatures who were the authors
of the geometry of Nazca, knew the law that
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what is up above is the same as down below;

they drew lines and drawings so that they
would be interpreted from above, in the Era

of the Open Heavens; they saw the signs and
symbols made by them from their celestial
spaceships; they carved their wisdom in mes-

sages turned into geometries in stones or

rocks; for the stone or rock lasts a greater
time to the inclemency and erosions which
are caused in the development of time; and

the deepest among them even knew who

would be interested in the study of their
engravings; every engraved rock or stone
existing in this world shall be translated by

the living telepathy between Father and Son;
as they are translated, all the false building of
the false history, emerged from the strange
life system, which came out of the strange

laws of gold, shall be collapsing; the present
history is false, for men fell into falseness;
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the greatest falseness of men consists in hav-

ing them promised Father Jehovah to fulfill

His divine morality, in a form of life, and they

did not fulfill it; for the strange inequality

came out of men; an inequality that no one in
this world requested the Father; for nothing
unequal is requested to the Father; inequal-

ity became materialized in the strange life
system, which came out of the laws of gold;
this constitutes the greatest tragedy for this

humanity; for from such strange life system,

the human creature of all his generations, got
to know what they should have never known;
they got to know scandal, vice, immorality;
he got to know what he did not request; and
he who did in the remote worlds or plan-

ets what he did not request in the Kingdom

of Heavens, does not enter the Kingdom
again; the trials of life consisted in fulfilling
on the remote planet what was written in
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the Kingdom of Heavens; and which each
one requested and promised to fulfill above

all imaginable things; this was also known
by the creators of the engravings of Ica and
Nazca.-

This figure shows a creature who is
prostrated; its symbol indicates Alpha and
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Omega; a place of origin of the planet Earth;

the position of the arms has the geometry of

a right angle of 90º; it represents the original
geometry with which the solar sparklet was

born, which is the present Earth; every origi-

nal spark of every planet is born with an own
geometry; there are as many planetary geom-

etries as there are planets in the Thinking
Expansive Universe; of those which were and
shall be; the arms of the creature have 3 par-

allel lines; this shows the lineal trinity, for
every known and unknown element has got a
trinity; for no one is disinherited not even in

what is the most microscopic; the trinity was
the Alpha and Omega of the galaxy Trino for

them; Trino means Three in One; the Father,

the Son and the knowledge called Holy Spirit;
by creating each one their own knowledge,
they create their own Holy Spirit; they cre-

ate their own trinity in their knowledge; the
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fact that the figure carries its own trinity in

itself, means that each one makes his own
heaven; this figure composed of head, arms

and legs shows that the mental ideas have
in their microscopic beginning, the same ori-

gin that governed for the primitive sparklet,

which the Earth is from; it indicates that
what is up above is repeated down below; it
means that anytime one thinks, the gener-

ated idea is born in an Alpha lineal form, it

goes instantaneously through the physical
body, and it abandons it in a circular way or

Omega circle; these creatures knew what the
First-born Solar Son Christ knew; he said: I

am the Alpha and the Omega; what the Son

of God meant was that there was a cosmic

place called Alpha and Omega, from which
the Earth was born; the Alpha lines of the

figure are united to the body of it; this means
unity of the everything above everything; it
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means that not a single molecule is inde-

pendent from the rest of the universe; and it
means that everything returns to its place of

origin; the fact that both arms have the lines
Alpha means that there are trinities creators
of worlds, which are the same and different

at the same time; for one arm is left and the
other is right; there are four Alpha lines in

the arms; which means figure in Revelation,

containing the interpretation of the trinity
in it; for if the everything above everything
contains trinity, the geometric four and the

numeral four also have it; the interpretation

of our lines in the arms means they knew the
Binary Trinity; to them, the number four rep-

resented a trinity of greater hierarchy among
the trinities that they knew; the lines Alpha
of the figure also shows that the dimension

called destiny is born from each one; and

that every destiny of our trinity makes use of
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space, time and knowledge or living philoso-

phy; four represents the square turned into
a number; which means that the trinity is in
all the geometrical, numeral and philosophi-

cal trinities, creating the everything above
everything.-

The Head of the figure: Represents the

divine Solar Mother Omega; it represents the
universal fertilization; Alpha impregnated
Omega; for if what is up above is the same

as down below, up above one also creates
as one creates down below; up above, solar

creations; down below human creations;
the inheritance is transmitted through the
entire universe; the Omega circle represents

an endless return; it represents an eternal

transformation; which shall never end; it
represents a forever and ever of a present;

without considering that in other infinite
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presents something alike takes place; eter-

nity was infinite presents for these creatures,
which one shall never be able to tell; the
Omega circle represents what is feminine of

the entire creation; Alpha represents what
is masculine; this figure has a galactic psy-

chology; their creators tried to imitate the
airplane of the present human beings; they

understood many centuries before what man
tries to understand now; their comprehen-

sion was a prophetic comprehension; they
explored the future; the fundamental differ-

ence between them and the present human

beings was that they knew in a universal way

their own place of origin; they knew that their
Yellow planet was older than the own Earth;

and they knew that both planets were created by the Solar Father Alpha and the Solar

Mother Omega; and they knew that every
sun of any sex constituted the divine solar
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trinity, in the divine Father Jehovah; the Head
of the figure also represents the way how the
Thinking Expansive Universe gets expanded;

and it represents the waves of every order
of nature; among them are the geometric
waves of the First-born Solar Son Christ’s
fire; from his eyes shall magnetic lines come
out, which shall burn every corrupted one;

this fire of the Son of God, is constituted
by the living numbers or mathematics; the
same living mathematics and numbers with
which the creation of every human life was

calculated; and of every creature of creation;

the Omega circle represents in prophesy, the
Worldwide Government of Women; for having equality come out of the Father, it tri-

umphs over all the strange concepts that man
had, in the trials of life; certainly any equality
shall never come out of licentiousness; that

is why the strange life system, which came
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out of the strange laws of gold, never could
nor shall never be able to give humanity the

long awaited equality; for that to happen,

the own strange life system, which came out
of the strange complex towards gold, has to

disappear; this strange complex which makes
a licentious being out of every creature, was

seen by the creatures of old civilizations; and
the psychology learnt from it, was a psychol-

ogy that one was dangerously playing with
the own spiritual destiny; they called darkness the strange licentiousness; for licen-

tiousness is neither written nor taught in any
of the Scriptures which came out of Father
Jehovah; the most microscopic strange prac-

tice, on the remote planets, is sufficient for

not entering the Kingdom of Heavens again.The lower part of the figure represents

the roots of a tree; the Alpha lines represent
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its ramifications; this means that every galac-

tic inheritance emerged from the dust of the

planets; for matter and spirit got initiated by

starting from the most microscopic; every
tree started from the seed; in the infinite universe, where no one knows the planet Earth,

the planetary families are called Galactic
Trees; an eternal synonym of eternal inheritance; the term Trunk comes from there; the
Galactic Trunk represents the beginning of a

determined gender of creatures on the planets; the trunk is the head of a form of life;
Adam and Eve are the trunk of the human

gender; and they are not of those who come
from other galaxies; he who did not believe

in Adam and Eve, he negated a planetary
beginning; every beginning is living before

the Father; and every beginning expresses

itself in its laws of beginning, before the
Creator; just as a spirit expresses himself
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before the Father; and every beginning

accuses every spirit who negated it on the
remote planets before the Father; he who
negated his first terrestrial parents, negated

the Father; for it was taught that God was
everywhere; He is also in every past; He is
also in all the first parents of every planet;

for what is up above is the same as down
below; in the lower central part of the draw-

ing you can see a small Root, in the form of

a Trident; it means that every root was small;
and that every inheritance leaves an influ-

ence, when the hereditary tree has grown;

this inheritance are the characteristics of the

races; and the geometric forms of the remote
galaxies, in the infinite cosmos; so it is that
the present engravers of stones of Ica and of

other parts of the world, live the influence of
a past; for every spirit is born again; which

means that it has been born many times; one
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is born again in order to know new lives
again; he who is not born again does not

know new forms of life; one requests new

forms of life to the Father, for every spirit
wants to get to the Father; and one only gets

to the Father by the eternal improvement;
this eternal getting to the Father, is infinite;

and in each getting to the Father, one knows
one of the infinite forms of the Father; the
creatures creators of the drawings of Nazca

and Ica knew this; and they knew it in a science that adjusted itself to the own psychol-

ogy of the divine Gospel of Father Jehovah;

and they knew that the law of reincarnation

figured in the future Gospel of the future
humanity; what they knew is written in the
divine Gospel of the Father; He says: Every

spirit is born again; which means that every

spirit reincarnates again; for being eternity
every spirit’s normal life, the planetary lives
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are the being born again, for every spirit; each
being born again gives place to new planetary

beginnings; one law that came out of the
Father can be expressed and understood in

infinite ways; and it does not stop from being
the same law; he who denied the reincarna-

tion or his own being born again, negated
the entire universe; for thank to the cove-

nants with the elements of the universe is
that every spirit has got the fascinating

opportunity of knowing lives that he does
not know; he who denied the reincarnation,
negated the participation of the elements in

himself; just as the spirit negated in the trials
of life, likewise the elements of the cosmos

shall negate him their own participation,
when the own spirit requests in the future
to know another form of life; only the divine

intervention of the Father saves the spirit;
this strange negation of oneself is born from
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a strange psychology, which came out of a
strange and unknown life system; it is born

from a strange delusion, which emerged from
the possession of gold; this strange delusion
entertains the spirit for a while, and it draws

him away from eternity; for to each second
of strange illusion, every spirit who let himself be influenced by it has to live an exis-

tence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; behold
the creatures of the civilizations of the plan-

etary past, knew about this human tragedy;

they knew the cause of the divine Final
Judgment; they knew that the own life sys-

tem, inspired in gold, was the own satan;
behold everything that happens to humanity,
was known by them; and other civilizations

of other hierarchies knew about them; the
Nazca’s drawing has got infinite interpreta-

tions; for it came out of an imagination that
had an abysmal science; the more profound
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and elevated a science is, the greater are its

teachings; even if it expresses itself in the
most simple way, that one can possibly imag-

ine; among the civilizations of the past, the

Atlanteans’ and the Underwater World’s,
there were great prophets; they announced

their respective civilizations, their own falls;

their own final judgments; the term: Final

Judgment has been happening since the
beginning of the world; now it is the turn for
the strange life system, which came out of

the strange laws of gold; for every divided
reign ends up in a final judgment; the strange
life system, which came out of the strange
laws of gold, divided the world in nations; it

lived imitating satan; for satan divided the
Father’s angels, in the Kingdom of Heavens;

and it is written in the Kingdom of Heavens
that neither satan nor his imitators, in the

remote worlds, no one enters the Father’s
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Kingdom; this humanity was warned of this

abysmal truth; it is written in the divine
Gospel of the Father: Satan divides and he
divides himself; the divine parables and the
divine warnings of Father Jehovah are ful-

filled in everything imaginable; they are fulfilled in the everything above everything; in

what is visible and what is invisible; in what

is touched and what is seen; and in what is

felt and is not seen; for having the divine

Father Jehovah created everything that exists,
is that He judges everything imaginable; and
within the imaginable are all the forms of
faith, which men and women gave them-

selves, in the trials of life; for every form of
faith forms part of the human work; and it
is written that everyone in this world shall

be judged according to their acts; Faith is the
interpretation that each one gave the divine

psychology of the divine Gospel of Father
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Jehovah; the old people of the civilizations

of the past were not within these laws of

judgment; for they did not divide themselves
in nations; they were reigns which formed
part of a whole; if they disappeared from the
human scene, it was due to other causes; for

there is everything in the Father’s vineyard;
the requests of life and circumstances made
to the Father, were different to those of the
human gender; the circumstance of the verb

was another; not even the elements were the
same to the present ones; for at the beginning of the world, everything was gigantic;

including time; one day, one night, one year
of the old ones was equivalent to four of the
present ones; that is why there were giants

who lived hundreds of years; this shows that
in the reincarnations of spirits participate a
conglomerate of spirits, who request to go

to the remote planets in the same epoch; and
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that the characteristics of these reincarna-

tions had a lot in common; the most micro-

scopic characteristic of a reincarnation has
an infinite meaning in the Kingdom of
Heavens; for from what is microscopic, being

this spiritual or material, future universes,
galaxies, planets, suns, cosmos are born; for
what is colossal is born from what is little
and humble; the creatures of the old civiliza-

tions knew about the expansive law of every

microbe; they knew that every planet had
been a microbe; they knew that everything

colossal had been microscopic first; they
knew that every planet emerges from the vis-

ible to the invisible; this knowledge was also
taught to the present human generation; the

divine Gospel of Father Jehovah says: One
has to be humble in order to be great in the

Kingdom of Heavens; And whoever humbler

than an idea? The idea generated by everyone
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is so microscopic that it is only felt but it

does not let itself be seen; the divine final
judgment judges every thinking creature,
idea by idea; starting from the age of twelve
years old; the children, the innocence, have

no judgment; if this world had created a life
system in which everyone had kept the joy
of a child, during the entire life, be sure that
this world would not have a final judgment;

for the morality of joy is the morality of the

Kingdom of Heavens; if it did not happen
that way in the trials of life, it was because

the strange life system, which came out of

gold, included inequality; inequality is not
known in the Kingdom of Heavens; the true
joy which should have come out of a fair life

system, did not come out; and a strange joy

was brewing in the hearts and minds of those
who had the misfortune of finding them-

selves in this world, with a strange form of
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living, conceived by a group of ambitious
beings; this constitutes the human tragedy

of all times; the creators and sustainers of
such strange life system, know nothing nor

do they want to know about the divine
morality of the Father; for they did not take

into account the divine Gospel of the Father
at all, when they decided to create a life sys-

tem; the human psychology revolved around

the greater capacity of gold, which this or

that person had; the human psychology was

distorted by a strange psychology; for no one

requested wealth to the Father; not even the
so-called rich requested it; for one does not

request the Father anything unfair; from the
moment in which no rich enters the Kingdom

of Heavens, the so-called wealth is not
known in the Kingdom; and everything

unknown in the Kingdom is called strange

to the Kingdom; the most microscopic
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immorality is strange in the Kingdom of
Heavens; the beings of the old world knew

it; for they requested to live the fascinating

era of the Open Heavens; the same era which
is coming to this generation; this era which

shall shudder the world is initiated by the
First-born Solar Son Christ; the older son of

the Father is already on Earth; his face is
maturing; which means that a solar bright-

ness is being born from each of his pores; for
every sprout starts from the most micro-

scopic towards the big one; it starts from the
invisible to the visible; many have talked to

the First-born Son, and they have not noticed
it; they shall realize it when the brightness

of his face becomes visible to the human eye;
it is written that the Son of God would come
to the world shining like a sun of wisdom;

the old people of Ica and Nazca called the
Son of God, the Child of the Radiant Face;
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who came from the remote suns of colors

of the Macrocosm, called the Kingdom of
Heavens; and they knew that his new

appearance would be in the final times of

the strange world created and inspired in

strange laws of gold; and they knew that his
appearance would cause terror in the beast
and in the prostitute of the strange world

of gold; and they knew that his arrival would
surprise the world; just like a burglar surprises everyone.-
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The author, Emissary Alpha and Omega,
shows the telepathic scrolls.
Welcome to the translation project. We
present the translations of the telepathic
message, in its Alpha stage or initial.
This message was written in Spanish. The
Planetary Community, must qualify these
translations. For in this way proposals with
the best translations.
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